1. Introduction {#sec1-sensors-18-02969}
===============

Non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques play a significant role in monitoring and diagnosing construction structures. Accurate characterization of the properties of reinforcing bars (rebars) in concrete structures is critical for the quality control during the construction phase, as well as for health monitoring and post-disaster safety evaluation during the operation phase \[[@B1-sensors-18-02969]\]. The parameters of rebars that need to be inspected include their location, spacing, diameter, cover thickness and the degree of corrosion. Among them, accurate determination of the rebar diameter and cover thickness in a non-destructive way is still challenging \[[@B2-sensors-18-02969]\], which is the objective of this paper.

Electromagnetic induction (EMI) is the principle of most of the commercially available rebar locators and cover meters \[[@B3-sensors-18-02969]\]. An EMI sensor consists of magnetic coils, which excite time-varying magnetic fields towards the concrete and receive the induced secondary magnetic fields from conductive objects \[[@B4-sensors-18-02969],[@B5-sensors-18-02969]\]. When an EMI sensor is used for rebar inspection, the induced secondary magnetic fields are sensitive to both the rebar diameter and cover thickness. Thus, a rebar locator or cover meter can estimate the rebar diameter or cover thickness, only if the other one is known, with the pre-calibrated data of the EMI strength stored in the instrument memory \[[@B6-sensors-18-02969],[@B7-sensors-18-02969]\]. A curvilinear model was developed to estimate the rebar diameter and cover thickness through the peak amplitude and the full width at half height (FWHH) extracted from the measured EMI pulse response, and the results show that the accuracy of the estimated cover thickness is much higher when the rebar diameter is given than that when the rebar diameter is unknown \[[@B8-sensors-18-02969]\]. A laboratory experiment was carried out to assess the capability of the commercial EMI instruments in estimating rebar diameter and cover thickness, and the results show that estimation errors rise with the increase of cover thickness and the instruments become unreliable \[[@B9-sensors-18-02969]\]. By acquiring two EMI readings at different measurement heights or employing two vertically-spaced coils, it is possible to simultaneously estimate the rebar diameter and cover thickness, but it is often inconvenient to scan in congested metal work areas and difficult to avoid the mutual interference of two sets of coils \[[@B10-sensors-18-02969]\]. Neural networks were trained to estimate rebar diameter and cover thickness respectively, and the estimation accuracy satisfies the industrial standards \[[@B11-sensors-18-02969]\]. Ultrasonic echo was combined with EMI measurement for mapping the meshed reinforced concrete and estimating the cover thickness, where better results were obtained than those from an alone EMI survey \[[@B12-sensors-18-02969]\]. However, this method requires to know rebar diameters in advance, and it cannot solve the rebar size.

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is another important NDT method based on the propagation and scattering of high-frequency electromagnetic (EM) waves. It has been successfully applied to utility detection \[[@B13-sensors-18-02969]\], pavement inspection \[[@B14-sensors-18-02969],[@B15-sensors-18-02969]\], environmental studies \[[@B16-sensors-18-02969]\], oil monitoring \[[@B17-sensors-18-02969]\], space exploration \[[@B18-sensors-18-02969]\], etc. Due to the great contrast of electrical properties between the steel rebars and the concrete background, rebar is a favorite target for GPR detection \[[@B19-sensors-18-02969]\]. Recently, increasing interests have been paid to the determination of the geometric properties of rebars (e.g., diameter, spacing and buried depth) \[[@B20-sensors-18-02969],[@B21-sensors-18-02969],[@B22-sensors-18-02969]\], the moisture of concrete \[[@B23-sensors-18-02969],[@B24-sensors-18-02969]\] and the degree of rebar corrosion \[[@B25-sensors-18-02969],[@B26-sensors-18-02969]\]. In a GPR profile with the survey line orthogonal to the rebar direction, the reflection from a rebar can be approximated as a hyperbola. Cover thickness can be estimated by the hyperbolic apex once the EM velocity in the concrete is accurately estimated \[[@B22-sensors-18-02969]\]. However, the EM velocity in concrete can hardly be accurately estimated by experience or a simple GPR measurement, since concrete is heterogeneous and its dielectric properties are dependent on the texture of the mixture \[[@B27-sensors-18-02969],[@B28-sensors-18-02969]\]. A conic equation relating the rebar diameter, cover thickness and EM velocity in concrete was developed \[[@B29-sensors-18-02969]\], and fitting between the extracted trajectory of the rebar reflection and the modelled hyperbolic curve was used to estimate the rebar diameter, cover thickness and wave velocity \[[@B30-sensors-18-02969],[@B31-sensors-18-02969],[@B32-sensors-18-02969]\]. However, studies find that the shape of the hyperbolic curve is insensitive to the rebar diameter, therefore it is not easy to straightforwardly infer the rebar diameter through the hyperbolic fitting \[[@B22-sensors-18-02969]\]. To avoid directly picking up or extracting the trajectory of the rebar reflection, Hough transform and its enhanced version were applied to estimate the diameter of a buried cylindrical object \[[@B33-sensors-18-02969]\]. An empirical procedure was presented to estimate rebar diameters by associating the antenna footprint with the power reflectivity from the rebar \[[@B20-sensors-18-02969]\]. However, the estimation accuracy may suffer from the instability of an impulse GPR system \[[@B34-sensors-18-02969]\]. Through a multi-polarization GPR measurement, the rebar diameter was estimated through the ratio of the reflection amplitudes recorded in different polarization channels. However, the authors acknowledge that the method is sensitive to the wavelength of the GPR employed and that the estimation accuracy depends on an optimal selection of the GPR frequency versus the rebar diameters \[[@B21-sensors-18-02969]\].

EMI is sensitive to both the depth and size of metallic buried objects. However, it is difficult to simultaneously and accurately obtain the two unknowns in a direct manner. GPR has a high sensitivity on the buried depth rather than the size of the objects, whereby a straightforward estimation of the buried depth is readily done by a time-depth conversion \[[@B22-sensors-18-02969]\]. Considering the respective advantages of EMI and GPR, an associated survey or designed system integrating EMI and GPR has been applied to landmine detection \[[@B35-sensors-18-02969]\], pollution evaluation \[[@B36-sensors-18-02969],[@B37-sensors-18-02969]\] and soil moisture prediction \[[@B38-sensors-18-02969]\]. This paper proposes to integrate EMI and GPR for simultaneous and accurate estimation of rebar diameter and cover thickness. Operating the separate EMI and GPR devices for synchronous data collection is feasible, but it has some disadvantages, such as low efficiency, location deviation and complicated data fusion \[[@B39-sensors-18-02969]\]. For that reason, we develop a compact and handheld prototype integrating EMI and GPR for convenient operations and fast measurements \[[@B40-sensors-18-02969]\], and a method for simultaneous estimation of rebar diameter and cover thickness is proposed.

2. GPR-EMI System {#sec2-sensors-18-02969}
=================

2.1. System Description {#sec2dot1-sensors-18-02969}
-----------------------

In order to carry out a synchronous measurement of both EMI and GPR data, a novel dual-sensor system has been developed \[[@B40-sensors-18-02969]\]. [Figure 1](#sensors-18-02969-f001){ref-type="fig"}a,b shows a photo of the developed prototype and its schematic structure, respectively. This compact and handheld testing tool consists of a GPR module, an EMI module, control unit and display, facilitating in-situ rebar scanning. The GPR module employs a pair of antennas for transmitting and receiving electromagnetic waves, respectively. The antennas have an improved bowtie shape with a center frequency of 1.6 GHz. The effective bandwidth ranges from 0.9--2.5 GHz. The EMI module employs a pair of magnetic coils. One coil is used for transmitting magnetic fields into concrete, and the other for receiving secondary magnetic fields generated from the eddy currents on the embedded metallic rebar. Each coil has 120 turns with a diameter of 3 cm, and the working frequency is 40 KHz. The system has a total power of 7 watts. Four wheels are installed at the bottom of the device body enabling a convenient movement on the concrete, and one of them is equipped with a distance-measuring encoder, which is used to trigger the transmitters. In addition, an LCD display is installed at the top of the device to show EMI and GPR data in real time.

While operating, the device is placed on the concrete surface, and moves across the potential rebars. Radar and EMI sensors implement synchronous scanning, and both sets of data are displayed on the display in a real-time pattern. [Figure 2](#sensors-18-02969-f002){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the operation process and data display. The EMI response on the embedded rebar is a pulse-shape curve, while the radar response is a hyperbolic reflection, of which the apexes are right above the rebar.

2.2. EMI Calibration {#sec2dot2-sensors-18-02969}
--------------------

The calibration of rebar data by EMI sensing is carried out using a customized Cartesian-coordinate scanning frame installed above a sandpit as shown in [Figure 3](#sensors-18-02969-f003){ref-type="fig"}. The sandpit is filled with dry sand, which has a dielectric permittivity of about 3, and rebars of varying diameter are buried in the sand at different depths. We have verified through additional measurements (not shown here) that the EMI sensor has almost the same rebar responses against a background of air, dry sand and concrete materials. The primary reason is that these types of background materials have extremely low conductivity and magnetic permeability compared with the buried steel rebars \[[@B32-sensors-18-02969]\]. Thus, the dielectric properties of a low-loss dielectric background medium have little influence on the EMI response. A 5-mm thick plastic platform is installed on the scanning system, enabling an automated movement in the vertical and horizontal directions. The GPR-EMI dual sensor moves on the plastic platform to avoid the wheel slipping and data missing. The plastic platform can also be used to wipe away the top sand, ensuring a flat sand surface and an accurate control of the rebar cover thickness.

In our calibration experiments, 11 steel rebars are chosen as the calibration samples referring to the industrial construction standard in China \[[@B41-sensors-18-02969]\]. The rebar diameters are respectively 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 25 and 28 mm. The rebars are sequentially buried in the dry sand at gradually decreased depths from 60 mm to 5 mm in steps of 1 mm. For each cover thickness and diameter of the rebars, we implement a cross-sectional EMI scanning on the platform.

The calibration process records 616 EMI response curves corresponding to the eleven rebar diameters and 56 cover thicknesses. [Figure 4](#sensors-18-02969-f004){ref-type="fig"}a,b shows two sets of EMI curves responding to a fixed cover thickness (*D* = 20 mm) with varying rebar diameters and a fixed rebar diameter (*R* = 20 mm) with varying cover thicknesses, respectively. It can be seen that all the EMI curves exhibit a pulse response on the buried rebars. The signal strength raises proportionally with the increase of the rebar diameter, while drops exponentially with the increase of the cover thickness, reflecting a high sensitivity of EMI signal to both the rebar diameter and cover thickness. The amplitude of the peak of each EMI curve is picked up, and its variations with the rebar diameters and cover thicknesses are shown in [Figure 5](#sensors-18-02969-f005){ref-type="fig"}. The high sensitivity of the peak amplitude to both the rebar diameter and cover thickness indicates that it is able to estimate the rebar diameter once the cover thickness is known, and vice versa. However, we can see that a peak amplitude can correspond to different pairs of rebar diameter and cover thickness, which means a large error may exist when estimating both rebar diameter and cover thickness from the peak amplitude with no prior information. Therefore, we propose to integrate the GPR and EMI data for simultaneous estimation of the rebar diameter and cover thickness. A data processing algorithm is presented in the next section.

3. Data Processing {#sec3-sensors-18-02969}
==================

The data processing algorithm for simultaneous estimation of rebar diameter and cover thickness from the GPR and EMI data is depicted in [Figure 6](#sensors-18-02969-f006){ref-type="fig"}.

The detailed information is described as follows: (a)The GPR data is preprocessed to increase the signal to noise ratio. A sequence of standard GPR processing techniques are implemented, including DC removal, zero-time correction, band-pass filtering, amplitude scaling, median filtering, and background removal \[[@B42-sensors-18-02969]\].(b)The hyperbolae from the buried rebars in the GPR profiles are extracted by an edge detection algorithm after pre-processing, and their apex coordinates are picked up for locating the rebar and roughly estimating the cover thickness, as shown in [Figure 7](#sensors-18-02969-f007){ref-type="fig"}. The Sobel operator is used for the edge detection \[[@B43-sensors-18-02969]\]. [Figure 7](#sensors-18-02969-f007){ref-type="fig"}a,b respectively show the preprocessed GPR profile and the binary image after the edge detection. It shows that the Sobel operator is effective for the rebar hyperbola extraction in the GPR profile even if the signal to clutter ratio is high.

The upper and lower two arc trajectories correspond to the two troughs in the GPR reflection waveforms, and the apex of the upper one is used for the rebar localization. (c)Localization of the buried rebar and extraction of the effective EMI curve. From the horizontal coordinate of the detected hyperbolic apexes, the horizontal location of buried rebar can be accurately determined, which is further used to extract the effective EMI curves from the embedded rebar. The effective EMI curve centers on the rebar location with the span defined as twice of the FWHH, and it contains the majority of the useful information in the EMI response while stays away from the noise level. The EMI amplitude, with the location corresponding to the hyperbolic apex of the GPR profile, is used to judge whether the GPR hyperbola is reflected by a rebar or a plastic pipe. If the EMI amplitude is close to the noise level, the reflective object is judged as non-metallic; otherwise, it is judged as a metallic rebar.(d)Pre-estimation of the cover thickness. Knowing the time coordinate (*t*) of the hyperbolic apex, the two-way travel time of EM waves propagating from the air-concrete interface to the embedded rebar is used to roughly estimate the cover thickness by: $$D = \frac{1}{2}vt,$$ where *D* is the cover thickness (m), *v* is the EM wave velocity in the concrete (m/ns), and *t* is the two-way travel time (ns). The velocity is calculated by: $$v = \frac{c}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_{r}}},$$ where *c* is the EM wave velocity in free space, i.e., 0.3 m/ns, and *ε*~r~ is the relative permittivity of the concrete. Taking the heterogeneity of the concrete compositions and the intrusive moisture into account, we assign *ε*~r~ ranging from 4 to 10 \[[@B44-sensors-18-02969],[@B45-sensors-18-02969]\]. The permittivity is utilized to estimate the possible range of rebar cover thickness, which is used as a constraint condition for the accurate estimation of the rebar diameter and cover thickness in the following step.(e)Determination of the rebar diameter and cover thickness. Through calculating the mean square errors between the EMI data extracted from the field measurement and those calibrated in the laboratory in advance (as stated in the previous section), the rebar diameter and cover thickness are simultaneously estimated through searching the local minimum mean square error under the constraint of the GPR-estimated cover thickness. The error function is expressed by: $$MSE(i,j) = \frac{1}{l}{\int_{- \frac{l}{2}}^{\frac{l}{2}}{{\lbrack f(x) - g_{i,j}(x)\rbrack}^{2}dx}},$$ where *f*(*x*) is the in-situ measured EMI curve, $g_{i,j}(x)$ is the calibrated EMI curves, *i* and *j* are respectively the serial numbers standing for various rebar diameter and cover thickness in the calibration experiment, *x* is the horizontal coordinate of the EMI curve, *l* is the intercept length of the extracted effective EMI curve, which is twice of the FWHH as stated above, and *MSE* is the mean square error. The search of the local minimum *MSE* is implemented under the constrained scope of the cover thicknesses that are estimated by GPR data in the previous step. This constraint condition avoids multiple solutions of rebar diameter and cover thickness, and thus can improve the estimation accuracy.

4. Laboratory Experiments {#sec4-sensors-18-02969}
=========================

To check the proposed method for simultaneous estimation of rebar diameter and cover thickness, we conducted a laboratory measurement with the developed GPR-EMI device using four concrete specimens embedded with rebars.

4.1. Experimental Setup {#sec4dot1-sensors-18-02969}
-----------------------

In the laboratory experiment, four concrete specimens were casted and eleven rebars with different diameters were embedded inside. The specimens were poured with the ordinary Portland concrete, and the dimensions are 1000 mm × 250 mm × 150 mm. The rebars, labelled from \#1 to \#11 with the diameters ranging from 6 to 28 mm, were buried in the concrete specimens with different cover thicknesses, as shown in [Table 1](#sensors-18-02969-t001){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 8](#sensors-18-02969-f008){ref-type="fig"}. A plastic pipe was embedded in the middle of the fourth specimen for a comparison test. Measurements using the developed GPR-EMI dual sensor were conducted on the surface of the specimens along the direction orthogonal to the rebars after one-month curing period in a common environment.

4.2. Results {#sec4dot2-sensors-18-02969}
------------

[Figure 9](#sensors-18-02969-f009){ref-type="fig"}a--d or [Figure 10](#sensors-18-02969-f010){ref-type="fig"}a--d show the GPR profiles and the corresponding EMI response curves measured on the four specimens, respectively, after data pre-processing. We can see that each rebar is represented as a strong hyperbolic reflection in the GPR profile and an impulse response in the EMI curve, respectively. In contrast, the plastic pipe shows a weak hyperbolic reflection in [Figure 9](#sensors-18-02969-f009){ref-type="fig"}d and no response in [Figure 10](#sensors-18-02969-f010){ref-type="fig"}d. It is obvious that the hyperbolic reflection from the plastic pipe is much weaker than those from its neighboring rebars. However, the multiple reflections from the top and bottom of the pipe may be used to infer the diameter of the plastic pipe \[[@B46-sensors-18-02969],[@B47-sensors-18-02969]\]. Therefore, the proposed algorithm distinguishes this hyperbolic reflection coming from a non-metallic object and does not estimate its diameter and cover thickness. Besides, some hyperbolic reflections from large gravels embedded in the concrete can also be observed in the GPR profiles, as shown in [Figure 9](#sensors-18-02969-f009){ref-type="fig"}d.

From the hyperbolic reflections of the eleven embedded rebars, the rebar locations are determined by the aforementioned edge detection algorithm, and the corresponding effective EMI curves are extracted. For each measured EMI response, we extract the effective EMI curve and calculate a map of *MSE*s between the measured and calibrated EMI curves using Equation (3). [Figure 11](#sensors-18-02969-f011){ref-type="fig"} shows the *MSE*s obtained from the rebar labelled \#5, whose actual diameter and cover thickness are 14 and 35 mm, respectively. From the hyperbolic reflection of the rebar in the GPR profile in [Figure 9](#sensors-18-02969-f009){ref-type="fig"}b, the cover thickness of this rebar is estimated in the range of 32--43 mm. This varying range of GPR-Estimated cover thickness considers the uncertainty of the permittivity caused by the moisture and heterogeneity in the concrete, making it possible to find the right local minimum in the *MSE* map for accurate estimation of the rebar diameter and cover thickness. If taking no account of the cover thickness limits, the rebar diameter and cover thickness are estimated to be 10 mm and 23 mm by the global minimum *MSE*, as marked in [Figure 11](#sensors-18-02969-f011){ref-type="fig"}, indicating a large estimation error. However, with the prior information of the cover thickness obtained from the GPR data, the rebar diameter and cover thickness are estimated to be 14 mm and 35 mm, respectively, by the local minimum *MSE*, as marked in [Figure 11](#sensors-18-02969-f011){ref-type="fig"}, which are the same as the true values. This example proves that by combining GPR and EMI data, the estimation accuracy of rebar diameter and cover thickness can be greatly improved.

We estimated the diameter and cover thickness of the eleven rebars in the four specimens, and analyzed the errors between the estimated and true values, as shown in [Table 1](#sensors-18-02969-t001){ref-type="table"}. Among the eleven rebars, only one has an inaccurate diameter estimation with an absolute error of 2 mm and a relative error of 9.1%. The estimated cover thicknesses present relative errors below 7%. With the increasing cover thickness, there is no evident drop of estimation accuracy observed in the error statistics. Even so, we can observe an exponential decline of EMI amplitudes with the increase of the cover thickness from [Figure 4](#sensors-18-02969-f004){ref-type="fig"}b and [Figure 5](#sensors-18-02969-f005){ref-type="fig"}. This implies that an extraordinarily great buried depth of a rebar is likely to incur an inaccurate or even ineffective estimation because of the low signal-to-noise ratio, as discussed by \[[@B9-sensors-18-02969]\]. The results of the laboratory experiment demonstrate that the developed system and proposed method can estimate the rebar diameter and cover thickness simultaneously and accurately.

5. Field Test {#sec5-sensors-18-02969}
=============

5.1. Site Description {#sec5dot1-sensors-18-02969}
---------------------

To further verify the effectiveness of our device in testing practical concrete structures, we chose two reinforced concrete columns in a newly-completed building to conduct a field trial. The columns have a cross-section of 0.8 m × 0.8 m. A quick-scan was implemented to locate the horizontal and vertical rebars. To mitigate strong interference from the neighboring rebars, we set a horizontal survey line between two horizontal rebars, of which the spacing is 15 cm. [Figure 12](#sensors-18-02969-f012){ref-type="fig"}a shows the operation of the GPR-EMI dual sensor in the field. After the EMI and GPR data were collected, the concrete was drilled and the true diameter and cover thickness of the main rebars were precisely measured by a caliper, as shown in [Figure 12](#sensors-18-02969-f012){ref-type="fig"}b.

5.2. Results {#sec5dot2-sensors-18-02969}
------------

[Figure 13](#sensors-18-02969-f013){ref-type="fig"}a--d shows the recorded GPR profiles and EMI curves on the two columns in the field site. Two rebars were detected for each survey line. The recorded data are used to estimate the diameter and cover thickness of the rebars with our proposed method, and the estimated results are compared with those of the drilling measurement.

[Table 2](#sensors-18-02969-t002){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the field test. The results indicate that the rebar diameters are all accurately estimated, and the cover thicknesses have a maximum error less than 5%, reflecting the developed GPR-EMI dual sensor and proposed estimation method are effective for field rebar detection and characterization.

6. Conclusions {#sec6-sensors-18-02969}
==============

In this paper, we propose the integration of EMI and GPR for simultaneous estimation of rebar diameter and cover thickness, which is of significance for quality control and safety evaluation of concrete structures. A prototype of GPR-EMI dual sensor has been developed, and a standard set of EMI data for calibration has been recorded using eleven rebars of different diameters buried at different depths in sand. The developed rebar detection device can synchronously record a GPR profile and an EMI response curve by a single scan in a handheld moving manner. The main contribution of this paper is the development of a data processing method for simultaneous estimation of rebar diameter and cover thickness. From the GPR data, a buried object is located and its cover thickness is roughly estimated from the apex of the hyperbolic reflection. The corresponding EMI data is extracted according to the GPR-determined location, and the detected object can be interpreted as a rebar or a plastic pipe by the EMI amplitude. The GPR-estimated cover thickness range is used as a constraint for further estimation of the rebar diameter and cover thickness by calculating the mean square errors between the measured and calibrated EMI data. A laboratory experiment demonstrates that integrating GPR and EMI data can greatly enhance the estimation accuracy. The field experiments on two concrete columns show that both the rebar diameter and cover thickness can be accurately estimated. We conclude that the developed EMI-GPR dual sensor can have a promising prospect in the practical NDT of concrete structures. The method of integrating GPR and EMI data can also be used for estimation of the diameter and buried depth of other cylindrical conductive objects, such as a metal pipe.

One of the limitations of the developed system and algorithm is that it is still difficult to implement an effective measurement and estimation of a rebars in a densely-meshed rebar net, where the GPR and EMI signals from the neighboring rebars severely interfere with each other. An attempt will be made to use advanced signal processing algorithms, and another attempt will aim to improve the system performance and enhance the directivity of the sensors. It is worth noting that the nominal frequency (corresponding to the bandwidth) of the pulse GPR has a significant impact on its resolution. The larger the bandwidth of the transmitting pulse is, the thinner the hyperbolic trajectory is, resulting in a more precise hyperbola extraction with Sobel operator as well as a more accurate cover thickness estimation in the following step. Thus, we are currently attempting to develop a prototype with a higher GPR center frequency of 2.6 GHz. In addition, the data processing is time- and labor-consuming with the increasing demands of field tests. We think artificial intelligent algorithms, such as deep learning, may have the potential in improving the efficiency of data analysis and processing.
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![(**a**) Photo of the prototype of the developed rebar detection system, and (**b**) schematic structure of GPR antennas and EMI coils inside the apparatus.](sensors-18-02969-g001){#sensors-18-02969-f001}

![Schematic illustration of the measurement process using the developed GPR-EMI dual sensor and an example of measured EMI and GPR data.](sensors-18-02969-g002){#sensors-18-02969-f002}

![The experimental platform for EMI calibration.](sensors-18-02969-g003){#sensors-18-02969-f003}

![Recoded EMI curves in the calibration experiment when (**a**) *D* = 20 mm and (**b**) *R* = 20 mm. *D* and *R* are the cover thickness and diameter of the rebars, respectively.](sensors-18-02969-g004){#sensors-18-02969-f004}

![Variation of the EMI peak amplitudes versus the cover thickness and rebar diameter when the coils are right above the rebars during the calibration experiment.](sensors-18-02969-g005){#sensors-18-02969-f005}

![Flow chart of the proposed algorithm for simultaneous estimation of rebar diameter and cover thickness from the recorded GPR and EMI data.](sensors-18-02969-g006){#sensors-18-02969-f006}

![(**a**) GPR profile after preprocessing and (**b**) the corresponding binary image after the edge detection.](sensors-18-02969-g007){#sensors-18-02969-f007}

![The four cast concrete specimens (**a**--**d**) with 11 steel rebars and one plastic pipe embedded inside.](sensors-18-02969-g008){#sensors-18-02969-f008}

![Recorded GPR profiles on the four concrete specimens (**a**--**d**) after pre-processing. The serial numbers of the tested rebars are marked below the hyperbolic reflections, and the reflections from the plastic pipe and gravel are indicated.](sensors-18-02969-g009){#sensors-18-02969-f009}

![Recorded EMI curves on the four concrete specimens (**a**--**d**) after pre-processing. The serial numbers of the tested rebars are marked above or below the impulse EMI response of the eleven rebars.](sensors-18-02969-g010){#sensors-18-02969-f010}

![Contour plot presenting the *MSE*s calculated between the measured and calibrated EMI data for simultaneous estimation of the rebar diameter and cover thickness. The range of the GPR-estimated cover thickness is marked by two horizontal white lines. The global minimum *MSE* and local minimum *MSE* are respectively indicated by the red arrows.](sensors-18-02969-g011){#sensors-18-02969-f011}

![Photos of (**a**) the field operation and (**b**) the drilling measurement.](sensors-18-02969-g012){#sensors-18-02969-f012}

![GPR profiles (upper) and EMI curves (lower) recorded over the first (**a**,**c**) and the second (**b**,**d**) columns in the field site. The serial numbers of the detected rebars are marked.](sensors-18-02969-g013){#sensors-18-02969-f013}

sensors-18-02969-t001_Table 1

###### 

True and estimated rebar diameters and cover thicknesses in the laboratory experiment, and their relative errors.

  No.    Cover Thickness   Diameter                                   
  ------ ----------------- ----------- ------- ------ ------- ------- ------
  \#1    15 mm             11--19 mm   14 mm   6.7%   6 mm    6 mm    0
  \#2    21 mm             18--28 mm   21 mm   0      8 mm    8 mm    0
  \#3    25 mm             20--31 mm   25 mm   0      10 mm   10 mm   0
  \#4    37 mm             31--42 mm   36 mm   2.7%   12 mm   12 mm   0
  \#5    35 mm             32--43 mm   35 mm   0      14 mm   14 mm   0
  \#6    42 mm             38--49 mm   41 mm   2.4%   16 mm   16 mm   0
  \#7    32 mm             31--41 mm   33 mm   3.1%   18 mm   18 mm   0
  \#8    38 mm             36--47 mm   39 mm   2.6%   20 mm   20 mm   0
  \#9    43 mm             40--53 mm   43 mm   0      22 mm   20 mm   9.1%
  \#10   46 mm             43--56 mm   47 mm   2.2%   25 mm   25 mm   0
  \#11   50 mm             47--60 mm   50 mm   0      28 mm   28 mm   0

sensors-18-02969-t002_Table 2

###### 

Estimated and measured rebar diameters and cover thicknesses and their relative errors in the field test.

  No.   Cover Thickness   Rebar Diameter                            
  ----- ----------------- ---------------- ------ --------- ------- ------
  ①     36.8 mm           35 mm            4.9%   24.7 mm   25 mm   1.2%
  ②     23.4 mm           24 mm            2.6%   27.7 mm   28 mm   1.1%
  ③     46.2 mm           46 mm            0.4%   24.3 mm   25 mm   2.9%
  ④     46.8 mm           46 mm            1.7%   24.4 mm   25 mm   2.5%
